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MARTA POVO
In the existence of Marta Povo they converge and integrate naturally two large aspects: the creative
artistic experience, both literary and visual arts, with deep knowledge of the comprehensive energy
medicine, healing and spirituality. Her formal, color and space education, developed over twenty
years of artistic work, with her great therapeutic training, psychic sensitivity and clinical experience
over the last 27 years, make this author with an richly multifaceted character, with a broad and
comprehensive vision of human being, his health and his evolutionary and creative potential.
She was born in 1951 in Barcelona ….. red more (spanish link)

SUMMARY OF TRAINING, in two stages:

1951-1988: During this first period Marta Povo attends high school science and studies history and
anthropology at the University of Barcelona. For 18 years she is dedicated to professional
photography, specializing in architecture and landscape. Also makes a personal and artistic
photographic work, performing more than 114 solo exhibitions and as many collective. See where
and when dónde y cuándo

1988-currently: In this second period she makes a personal and professional twist towards the
therapeutic and metaphysical, and is trained in energy medicine, studying chronologically massage,
reflexology, flower therapy, Chinese medicine and acupuncture, Reiki, Jungian psychology, systemic
family constellation, anthroposophic medicine, Essene-Egyptian healing, quantum vision and other
psycho-energy and spiritual topics.
In 1994 she expresses the new paradigm of Sanación Geocrom and its application in
Geochromotherapy psyche-soul and in human habitat, as well as Medicina del Hábitat in 1997. In 1998
she creates the Instituto Geocrom, S.L. in Barcelona, in 2004 the center CSIS Cerdanya (Pyrerées), in
2011 she founded the proponents Fisterra Laboratory with Esther Beltran, and in 2014 she creates
the pedagogical and healing space sanación CSIS Jardín, in Caldes de Montbui.
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Recently she collaborates in the creation and editing of Grupo Holograma Humano (Human
Hologram Group) (Link en español), and with the AIMC group: International Association of Quantum
Medicine, in the commission of 'sacred geometry'. She is an honorary member of CIDTA.
Entrevista a Marta Povo en Radio Marina, programa: MÁS ALLÁ DE LA TIERRA (Marta Povo’s interview
at Radio Marina, on the program : Beyond Earth)
ENTREVISTA a MARTA POVO (Marta Povo interviewed by Emmain for Karma Magazzine)
PRÓXIMAS FECHAS Next dates for her training courses)
TERAPIAS Y CLASES PARTICULARES (Audio-video about therapies and private lessons)
www.facebook.com/marta.povo (On facebook)

'A human being is part of the whole that we call 'universe',
a part limited in time and space.
It experiences himself, his thoughts and feelings,
as something separated from the rest,
a kind of optical ilusion of his consciousness'.
Albert Einstein

To Contact Instituto Geocrom, S.L. Barcelona :
Mainoffice phone number- morning: (0034) 93 3190517
Whatsapp: 629501829
E-mail: instituto@geocrom.com
www.institutogeocrom.net
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